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Comindware ElasticData™ Technology
What is ElasticData
Comindware® ElasticData™ is award-winning, next-generation data management technology that
provides an ultra-flexible foundation for modern web-based applications. ElasticData™ is based on the
Graph data model, a type of database that overcomes the restrictions and rigidity of the traditional
Relational data model. During the last few years, the Graph data model has evolved quickly from
scientific publications to prototypes with limited usage to full-scale high-loaded deployments. For
example, Twitter uses a Graph database implementation called FlockDB. In addition to Comindware’s
ElasticData™, an increasing number of Graph database implementations have emerged. These include
AllegroGraph, Neo4j, HyperGraphDB, InfiniteGraph, and others. With modern web-based applications
requiring higher levels of flexibility, scale, and speed than can be afforded by traditional relational
databases, the interest and pace of innovation in Graph model databases are increasing.
The Graph data model used by ElasticData™ provides Comindware products with capabilities and
flexibility that would prove difficult or extremely costly to develop in applications based on relational
databases. The Graph data model inherently provides much more flexibility in defining data structures
and modification of those structures on-the-fly. This is due to a unique and much more flexible approach
to storing and managing data.
ElasticData™ is based on Semantic Web principles led by the noted W3C consortium. As defined by W3C,
“The Semantic Web provides a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused across
application, enterprise, and community boundaries.” The use of Semantic Web principles allows the
creation of applications that are easier to understand and customize.

Why Graph Data Model
Traditional business applications based on Relational data models work perfectly when all data relations
and structures are defined while developing the application (design-time). But when it comes to
changing the data model and processes in an already working application (run-time), traditional
applications often have trouble storing and managing new types of objects, searching for recently
created data, adding relations between objects, and the like. These troubles are caused by the nature of
Relational data models: the data model and all relations are supposed to be defined first and only then
the work starts.
By contrast, ElasticData™ was designed on the premise that a data model and processes will be changed
in run-time so it better addresses the modern business need to adapt to constantly changing conditions.
Another issue with the Relational data model is that it is designed to contain just the data and not the
business rules of working with that data. All business rules are implemented as a superstructure of the
database in a particular application. This suffices when there is only one application, but when there are
two or more, then there are also two or more places were business rules are defined, most likely in
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completely different ways. The Graph data model was designed to store business rules as a natural part
of the database. So it can play a role of a single provider of business rules for many applications working
with the same data. There is no need to worry about different applications having different
implementations of business rules for operating with the data.

How it Works: Relational vs. Graph Data Models
A Relational data model stores data in the form of related tables. Each table contains a number of entries in rows with common attributes represented by columns. Tables are connected with each other
with special columns that contain links to other tables.

Figure 1. Relational Data Model example

Table-based representation of data is quite intuitive and seems easy to manage. And it is easy to manage when there is direct access to the database and, say, five users are working with it. But advanced
business applications add complex business rules on top of the database and the natural intuitiveness of
the Relational data model gets lost in impenetrable thickets of the business application. As a result,
RDBMS-based applications quickly become rigid and hard to modify and extend. It takes a lot of time
and effort to perform data reconciliation and addition of new application features.
By using a Graph data model, ElasticData™ also stores data in an intuitive form: the form of objects and
relations between them. It is even more intuitive than the table if one thinks of it in terms of objects and
relations between them. For example, “Bob and George are friends” or “Window is a part of a building”
or “This particular monitor is one of all monitors.” Data structures in a Graph data model also stay intuitive since business rules are stored in the same database and can be read as simple English text. Complex data transformations from one set of tables to another are not required since almost all data model
transformations and extensions can be covered by adding new Facts to the model in simple text form.
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Figure 2. Graph Data Model example

Here is how facts are stored in a Graph database:

Figure 3. How Data is Stored in a Graph Database

Business rules in ElasticData™ are further extended as compared to N3 standard to work with complex
rules. For example:

Figure 4. Complex Business Rules in ElasticData™

You as well as any other system can always read them as simple English text; they are not hardcoded in
the wilds of some custom business application as typically happens with RDMBS-based applications.
By the way, using Object-Relational Mapping frameworks do not overcome challenges due to a series of
difficulties known in the community as “object-relational impedance mismatch”.
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Making changes to the structure of data being stored (adding new fields to objects or creating new types
of objects) in a Relational data model requires adding/deleting columns or even creating/deleting whole
tables. So adding new and deleting existing types of objects and relationships between objects is a
challenging and error-prone operation.
Even within a single company, data structures are created in different departments for different
purposes, so merging would require huge efforts due to major differences: keys incompatibilities, very
different approaches to modelling of similar objects, and the like.

Figure 5. Updating a Data Structure in a Relational Data Model

ElasticData™ works with separate Facts about data instead of predefined tables filled with data. To add
new data or change data structure, new Facts just need to be added and this can be done in a
straightforward manner, even at run-time. So completely new types of data can be created and even
linked to existing data, and work can be started, without disturbing uses that are already working with
an application right now.

Figure 6. Updating a Data Structure in a Graph Data Model

This provides much more flexibility in defining data structures and modifying them on-the-fly. And the
data structures that were defined can be read easily as English text.
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The Graph data model also has advantages for supporting search since it is based on deep correlations
between objects. Let’s take an example to see the differences in how search queries are handled in a
RDBMS versus a Graph database. Suppose that we have a database which stores user information.
There are the following business objects in the data model: Tasks, Users, Departments, and Countries.
Let’s search for the Country in which a particular task was created.
In RDBMS query most likely will look like:

Figure 7. Search Based on Deep Interconnections in a Relational Data Model

And this is not the hardest example. So writing queries in the RDBMS requires qualified specialists who
understand a data model and can write SQL queries. Most RDBMS-based applications attempt to mask
this complexity, both for the application itself as well as for application users, by limiting query fields
and search criteria.
With a Graph database such as ElasticData™ search queries look much simpler:

Figure 8. Search Based on Deep Interconnections in a Graph data model

As you can see, it is just a single line that can be easily understood and actually written by a nontechnical person. This makes it easier to expose powerful query and search functionality to users.

Comindware Features Enabled by ElasticData™ Technology
As described in this paper, the Graph data model used by ElasticData™ is much more flexible and provides important advantages over traditional relational databases for modern business applications. For
modern web-based applications such as Comindware Tracker®, ElasticData opens many possibilities and
can enable features such as:
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Workflow processes can be designed and changed in real time, since updated processes can be
deployed on-the-fly without interrupting active processes. This means you do not have to carefully design the entire process up front before starting to use it. Just start with minimal formalization of processes and update them as needed; your team will not even notice when the process is updated. In RDBMS-based applications, you often need to perform some redeployment
procedure and temporarily suspend active processes in order to make changes.
Reports are given in real-time across the organization and analyzed in whatever way needed.
Data models can also be modified on-the-fly without redeploying. With ElasticData™, new types
of objects and relations between them can be added without stopping current processes. In
RDBMS-based applications, adding new types of objects is often a complicated and restricted
operation that causes a lot of issues to handle, such as creating new columns and tables. So with
ElasticData™ any new type of business object can be easily added and linked to other business
objects in the system.
All data added to the system is immediately accessible for search, even references to other objects, since rebuilding of indexes as in RDBMS isn’t required.
You can easily build queries based on deep interconnections between objects (such as: name of
manager of account of product of company) and they are written in simple English.
Complex history search is available since history is stored in the very same database as data is
stored. This means powerful analytics can be performed without building OLAP cube and you do
not need to design OLAP cubes using specialists. In other words, with ElasticData™ you always
have ready-to-use OLAP without updating it every time the data model has been changed, as in
a RDBMS.
Separate ElasticData databases can be natively and easily united into a single solution without
any migration process since all data has unique identifiers per Semantic Web standards. So you
do not need to export data from all servers; import it to a single server and make any other
time-wasting steps to make a single solution. So, if after using separate Comindware instances in
different departments you realize that you need single solution, you can simply set appropriate
links between them.
You can also easily configure complex integrations with different external data sources, even
those with completely different data structures, without using a Graph data model at all. Making
data sources with different data structures integrated with each other is configured by adding
simple “facts” about the foreign database to the database powered by ElasticData™ which is
much more convenient than matching different flat tables in RDBMS-based applications.
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